REVIEW ON BACKYARD SCIENCE

I recommend backyard science for kids because it shows awesome experiments that kids and adults can do!

In Backyard Science it has voice overs and when you have voice overs you can hear it better and gives you ticks if you use them. Also before you record it you need to plan it but if you have voice over and you make a mistake they won't even notice.

The kids in the video are smart at doing there experiments because they knew what they were doing when they were doing there experiments that’s because they helped each other. In the video there were 11 kids there age would have been 9-12 years old. In the video they were excited to do there experiments. In the video there were boys and girls. But the thing I liked was there sound effects was a girl screaming and thunder and rain also the volume was very high but really what I liked was how they combined sound effects and turned it up loud.

I think its aimed at kids because they use languages that kids can only understand I think this video is aimed for all kids in the world.

Backyard Science is an awesome way to do experiments and also to get awesome facts off